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Coping with the African Business Environment

Enterprise strategy in response to institutional uncertainty in Tanzania

Abstract: Weak institutions, endemic market failures and low trust permeate the Tanzanian business environment. Nevertheless, some local enterprises overcome these challenges. Based on case studies of Tanzanian food processing enterprises, this paper identifies a number of coping strategies that contrasts markedly with the strategies traditionally emphasized by the strategic management literature: Instead of focus strategies, Tanzanian enterprises diversify; Instead of competitive strategies, Tanzanian enterprises adopt network strategies; And instead of internationalizing based on strengths, Tanzanian enterprises internationalize to overcome weaknesses. The paper traces these strategies back to specificities of the Tanzanian institutional environment and discusses implications for the strategic management literature.

I. Introduction

Sub-Saharan Africa is at a critical juncture in regard to private sector development. From the ‘lost’ continent, Africa is now increasingly depicted as the continent of economic opportunity and growth (McKinsey, 2010; Rodrik, 2014). It is argued that a rising African entrepreneurial class now is driving economic development, signalling a fundamental change from the previous state-led economic development paths (Moyo, 2009; ACI, 2014). It is further argued that competent African enterprises are proliferating in response to the rapidly growing demands for African products and services in local and international markets (BCG, 2010). In short, the renewed hope in African development is to a large extent invested in its private sector, in its entrepreneurs, and in its enterprises.

However, behind the optimism, there are harsh realities that may undermine the promises of private-sector-driven development. Sub-Saharan Africa is home to some of the most challenging business environments on the globe (World Bank, 2014). Although growth is high in
several African countries, this growth is mainly fuelled by natural resources and services, and many countries are witnessing a virtual de-industrialization (UNIDO, 2012). Productivity remains low and several African countries are sliding backward on global competitiveness indexes (WEF, 2013). Across the continent, red tape and bureaucracy, over- and under-regulation, rent seeking and corruption remain major obstacles to enterprise development (WEF, 2013).

Nevertheless, some African enterprises manage to circumvent the difficulties of the African business environment and establish viable and growing businesses. It is the strategies of such enterprises that are the focus of this paper. Based on detailed case studies of seven successful Tanzanian enterprises from the food processing industry, the paper characterizes the strategies that these enterprises adopt to succeed. The paper argues that Tanzanian enterprises adopt types of strategies - e.g. diversification, network or total value chain integration strategies – which are difficult to explain through the lenses of conventional strategic management thinking. However, the observed strategies may, it is argued, be explained with the emerging institutional strategy perspective, which essentially traces enterprise strategy back to institutional factors such as a weak contractual environment, underdeveloped intermediary industries, and regulatory uncertainty. By analysing and explaining strategies of successful Tanzanian food processing enterprises, the paper contributes to the strategic management literature, which has - as elaborated below - only to a very limited degree focussed on strategies of African enterprises. Ultimately, the paper generates and substantiates hypotheses regarding strategies of African enterprises and the institutional antecedents of those strategies, hypotheses that can inspire and guide future strategic management research on African enterprises.

II. Literature and analytical framework

The strategic management literature

Much of the literature addressing the rise (or demise) of African enterprise is informed by country, value chain or industry level studies rooted in economics or economic geography (see e.g. Bigsten et al., 2004; Bigsten & Söderbom, 2006; Biggs & Shah, 2006; Rodrik, 1998; Gibbon &
Ponte, 2005; McCormick, 1999; Altenburg & Von Drachenfels, 2006; Hallberg, 2000; Liedhom & Mead, 2013; Morris et al., 2012; Morrisey, 2012; UNIDO, 2013; Page, 2013). Only few studies have applied a strategic management perspective (Mellahi & Mol, 2015; Tvedten et al., 2014). To the extent a strategic management literature on African enterprises exists, it mainly focuses on the strategies of large multinational corporation (MNCs) (see e.g. Quelch & Austin, 2012; Kolk & Lenfant, 2010) or on small entrepreneurial enterprises (see e.g. Kiggundu, 2002; McDade & Spring, 2005; Rutashobya et al., 2009; Langelvag & Gough, 2012); only a handful of studies focuses on the strategies of middle-sized and large indigenous African enterprises (exceptions are Alos, 2000; Ougudonto, 2007; Uchenna & Mair, 2014; or Ozcan & Santos, 2014). Whatever the potential of MNCs and entrepreneurial enterprises may be, medium-sized and large local enterprises remain the backbone of the fragile African industrial development (UNIDO, 2012) and any attempt to promote African industrial development needs to be based on a sound understanding of the strategies of such enterprises. Hence, the aim of this paper is to contribute to filling the above described lacuna in the strategic management literature by providing a better understanding of the strategies of medium-sized and large African enterprises.

**Analytical framework**

The strategic management literature essentially analyses strategies formulated by managers under conditions of uncertainty (Mintzberg, 2003). Inspired by Khanna and Palepu (2010), strategy is understood as dimensions on which enterprises position themselves. Hence, enterprises may position themselves on at least five classical strategy dimensions: 1. Focus or diversify (see Gold & Luchs, 1993; Khanna & Palepu, 2010; Guillen, 2000; Ramachandran et al., 2013; Palich et al., 2000); 2. Specialize or integrate (see Prahalad & Hamel, 1990; Quinn, 2013; Quinn & Hilmer, 1995); 3. Collaborate or compete (see Conner, 1991; Hamel et al., 1989; Khanna & Palepu, 2010); 4. Adapt to or change the context (see Khanna & Palepu, 2010; Rugman & Verbeke, 2003; Kock & Guillén, 2001); or 5. Internationalize or focus on home market (see Dunning, 2000; Yip et al., 2000). In the case analysis section below, we will elaborate on these five dimensions and position the Tanzanian food processing enterprises in relation to them.
The strategic management literature oscillates between inside-out and outside-in explanations of strategy (Hoskisson et al., 1999). Hence, some traditions find the sources of strategy in external factors such as the configuration of the industry or market characteristics, while others search for the sources of strategy in internal resource and capability factors (Peng et al., 2009). One perspective of particular relevance to the study of strategy in developing countries is the institutional strategy perspective (Hoskisson et al., 2000; Peng, 2002, 2003, Wright et al., 2005; Meyer & Peng, 2005, Kostova et al., 2008). The institutional strategy perspective focuses on how institutions influence enterprise strategy. This perspective has moved into mainstream strategic management in recent years and has proven apt in explaining strategy in contexts where institutional voids and/or institutional change are particularly pronounced, i.e. developing countries. The core argument of the institutional strategy perspective is that due to widespread institutional voids and rapid institutional changes in developing countries, enterprise strategy in such contexts varies from strategy in contexts with more mature and stable institutions. Hence, the classical transaction cost, industry and capability perspectives on strategy must - it is argued - be amended with an explicit account of how institutional context influences strategy (Hoskisson et al., 2000; Peng et al., 2009).

The main institutional voids in developing countries are, according to Khanna and Palepu (2010), related to contract-enforcing institutions, market intermediaries, and regulatory systems: Concerning contract-enforcing institutions, contracts are difficult to establish, as reliable information about performance and capabilities of potential partners is lacking. Cultural, religious and ethnic differences make bargaining difficult and risky, and monitoring of contracts are further hampered by inefficient or absent auditing and reporting systems. Moreover, contractual disputes are often difficult to settle due to an inefficient court system (Khanna & Palepu, 2010). Concerning market intermediaries, dense and competitive supply and service industries often fail to evolve in developing countries due to cumbersome licensing requirements, taxation issues, favourism of large incumbents, transactions costs of contractual exchange, and outright corruption (Fjeldstad et al., 2006). Concerning the regulatory system, governments in developing countries are often strongly involved in business activity through regulation and ownership, partly to protect infant industry and partly to promote industrial
development (Khanna & Palepu, 2010; Jalilian et al., 2007). As many developing countries are undergoing fast political, economic and social development, regulation is changing rapidly (Peng, 2003). Often, regulation will be un-coordinated and overlapping, and interventions in different policy areas may contradict each other (Haggard et al., 1997). The regulatory uncertainty is further segmented as regulations in developing countries frequently leave great discretion to bureaucrats, something that facilitates rent seeking and corruption in the implementation phase (Haggard et al., 1997). In such politically charged markets with changing, overlapping and ‘soft’ regulations, political contacts and good relations to regulators are paramount to enterprise survival and growth (Kock & Guillén, 2001; Khanna & Palepu, 1997, 2010).

Several authors have argued that the institutional perspective is especially relevant to the study of African enterprises (see e.g. Fafchamps, 2004; Svensson, 1998; Bohn & Deacon, 2000; Fjeldstad, 2006; Biggs & Shah, 2006; Mellahi & Mol, 2015). In line with these authors, this paper adopts an institutional strategy perspective, seeking to understand the strategies of Tanzanian food processing enterprises in light of institutional factors.

Below we will place Tanzanian food processing enterprises on the five classical strategy dimensions outlined above and discuss whether and to what extent the identified strategies can be explained with characteristics of the Tanzanian institutional environment. The analysis allows us to formulate deeper and more refined hypotheses regarding enterprise strategy in Africa from an institutional strategy perspective.

III. Methodology

As earlier argued, there is a dearth of research on strategies of medium-sized and large African enterprises. On this background, an exploratory multiple case study approach (Yin, 2009; Streb, 2010) was found to be appropriate to frame the research, as this approach allows for an
empirically grounded understanding of the content and processes of African enterprise strategy, an understanding that subsequently can be developed into hypotheses that can be subjected to more deductive and quantitative research.

According to Tracy (2010), qualitative research achieves analytical rigor by spelling out the theoretical constructs, by explaining the data collection procedure, sample and context, and by explicating the analytical process (Tracy, 2010). We have, to the best of our ability, tried to achieve such analytical rigour: The paper builds on qualitative data collected by the authors during field research in the Tanzanian food-processing sector in 2013 and 2014. The paper focuses on enterprises in the Tanzanian food processing industry, partly because food processing is the by far most important manufacturing industry in terms of development impact and job creation in Tanzania (Sutton & Olomi, 2012), and partly because this industry - with its broad spectrum of technologies, products and organizational forms – may illustrate the breadth and depth of strategy in African enterprises. According to the Tanzanian National Bureau of Statistics, there were 480 food processing firms registered in Tanzania in 2013. Of those, seven were selected for detailed case studies, all enterprises that were considered successful in the sense that they had existed for more than five years and in the sense that they had succeeded in ‘graduating’ into medium-sized or large enterprises (more than 50 employees). The enterprises were chosen to represent the most important subsectors of the food processing industry, i.e. grain milling, edible oil, dairy and fish processing.

Interviews were conducted with top-tier managers who, in some instances, were also the owners and/or founders of the enterprises. Managers were interviewed several times based on semi-structured interview guides. The interviews, which were all audiotaped, lasted from one to two and a half hours. The interviews focussed on enterprise performance, core strategies adopted, and main institutional drivers/ barriers to growth. Supplementary information on the enterprises was collected from secondary sources thus enhancing reliability through triangulation (Yin, 1994; Tracy, 2010). Among the main secondary sources were company home pages (six out of seven case enterprises had own home pages), the Tanzanian Enterprise Map (containing historical and financial data on five of the seven case companies) (Sutton & Olomi,
Data was processed in the following way: 7-10 page case study reports consolidating interview information and secondary data were drawn up for each of the seven enterprises. Short summaries of these reports were produced for the purpose of this paper. Cross-case coding was conducted, where the practices and patterns of behaviour of the seven case companies were coded by the research team in relation to the analytical dimensions of the analytical framework. Table 1 provides the results of the coding and includes, as recommended by Pratt et al. (2006), ‘exemplary’ interview quotations related to the analytical dimensions.

It is important to note that the sample of seven enterprises cannot be seen as representative of the Tanzanian food processing industry, nor of African enterprises in general. Consequently, the generalizations that can be drawn from the research are of an analytical nature (Gibbert et al., 2008; Yin, 1994). Hence, the research essentially enables us to refine and substantiate hypotheses regarding strategy of African enterprises and its institutional antecedents.

IV. The Tanzanian business environment

Tanzania has 50 million inhabitants and a per capita income of just below US$700 (measured in 2013), and thus falls into the category of least developed countries (LDCs). Over the last decade, Tanzania has sustained growth rates in excess of 6-7%, fuelled by investments in extractive industries such as gold, coal, nickel and gas, and rapid development of the service sector, especially infrastructure and construction. Tanzania’s economy has passed through various development phases ranging from a government controlled socialist economy to market liberalization through policies embracing private sector growth and foreign direct investment (FDI) (Wangwe et al., 2014). To promote industrial development, Tanzania has adopted numerous initiatives aimed at transforming the country’s agriculture-based economy into a competitive and dynamic semi-industrial economy by 2025. In parallel with these specific industrial development initiatives, the Government has attempted, in close collaboration with the World Bank and donors, to improve the business environment through a number of projects and programmes.
In spite of these efforts, the country faces structural and institutional challenges that seriously hamper poverty alleviation and private sector development. The relatively high growth rates have not shown significant impact on reducing poverty rates and creating employment, especially in rural areas. The country remains highly dependent on donors and 40% of the state budget is donor funded. Tanzania’s business environment is generally considered to be volatile and unfavourable for private sector development (WEF, 2013) and Tanzania is scoring very low on the Doing Business index (number 139 in 2015). Several studies have pointed to deficiencies of the Tanzanian institutional environment, including: failing financial markets, fragile bureaucratic institutions, lack of enforcement, widespread corruption and rent seeking, poor infrastructures, overlapping regulatory jurisdictions, and inefficient provision of public goods (see e.g. Wangwe et al., 2014; Kessy & Temu, 2010; Kinda & Loening, 2010; Cooksey & Kelsall, 2011). State-business relations are characterized by strong government involvement in business; some argue that this involvement is aimed at extracting rents from business (Cooksey & Kelsall, 2011; Buur et al., 2013) while others emphasize the lack of coordination and/or over-regulation of business activities (Wangwe et al., 2014). Moreover, intermediary industries offering financial and business development services are underdeveloped, a factor significantly inhibiting enterprise growth (Wangwe et al., 2014; Ishengoma, 2016). Issues such as low levels of trust and ineffective courts also render the contract environment difficult (Ougudonto, 2007; Hansen, 2013). The economy continues to rely heavily on an unproductive agricultural sector, a dominant extractive sector, and low value-adding manufacturing and service sectors. In 2014, the manufacturing sector only accounted for 6% of the economy. While FDI is substantial relative to the size of the economy, it is heavily concentrated in the mining and gas industries and only a handful of larger manufacturing MNCs are operating in Tanzania.

V. Seven case stories

Azam: Part of a Tanzanian conglomerate

Azam is a grain milling company that is part of Tanzania’s largest business group, Bakhresa. Azam grew from humble beginnings as a shoe repair business to a multinational food processing giant that currently employs over 3000 people. The history of the company dates
back to 1968 when Said Salim Awadh Bakhresa, a Tanzanian of Arabic origin, established a shoe repair business, which was shortly followed by a restaurant and a bakery in 1973 and 1975 respectively. A dysfunctional supply chain, which could not adequately supply wheat flour to his bakery prompted Said to expand into the grain milling business, which is now a key part of the Bakhresa conglomerate. The Bakhresa group is organized as a family business, where Bakhresa’s four sons are actively involved in different business units in the group, including: transport, fruit processing, production of plastic bags and grain milling. The group is headed by a board of directors, albeit each sister company/member is registered separately and is independently financed. Dar es Salaam serves as a hub for all subsidiary activities, where strategic activities such as lobbying and importation of raw materials are carried out.

Despite a diversified portfolio, wheat milling remains the flagship of the group, and Azam is the market leader in Tanzania. The company owns and operates one of the largest wheat processing plants in Sub-Saharan Africa and uses the latest technology imported from Switzerland. The group rarely relies on bank loans, but when it does, it pays it out even before it matures. Furthermore, Azam is one of the few Tanzanian enterprises to engage in FDI. The company’s internationalization process has been incremental. It started exporting wheat flour to Malawi, Uganda, Mozambique, Rwanda and Burundi. However, due to stiff competition in the export markets and high import tariffs, it decided to establish production plants in these countries, financed partly by the International Finance Corporation (IFC).

The Group has thrived, despite the harsh business environment, by maintaining good relationships with authorities and politicians. Through its engagement with, and even representation in relevant government ministries, regional bodies and parliamentary committees, it has been able to influence legislation, for instance leading to the elimination of the 35% import duty on wheat while maintaining the import duty on processed flour.

**Azania: A challenger firm**

Azania is a grain milling enterprise with 350 employees. It is owned by ethnic Arab Tanzanians and is part of a larger family conglomerate. Originally, the family offered transport services (trucks) to Azam’s grain milling business. However, in 2001, Azania was established to challenge
Azam’s dominant position in the grain milling business. The newly established company purchased second hand technology from Europe financed by the sale of its trucks and it acquired the skills to operate the equipment through Kenyan expats. Initially, the focus was on grain milling, but due to the opportunistic behaviour of wholesalers, who diluted or short-sold Azania products, Azania was forced to buy up wholesalers and integrate them into its sales and marketing organization. Eventually, the company was successful in restoring the trust in its brand, achieving annual growth rates of 25%.

Azania’s business model is highly dependent on the Tanzanian tariff regime, which imposes high duties on flour imports but minimal duties on grain imports. In this regard, the industry, led by Azam, has been very effective in lobbying for the government to establish tariffs that benefit the industry. Azania has followed the larger Azam into regional markets through exports and FDI, a process facilitated by the East African Community trade and investment harmonization. Thus, the company exports 25% of its production and has established subsidiaries in Burundi and Rwanda. Using its finely tuned transport and distribution network, Azania is also diversifying into new product groups such as cooking oil and soya, areas where its arch rival Azam is also present.

Azania originally adopted a low-cost strategy in order to compete head on with Azam. However, this strategy backfired and more recently the company has pursued a differentiation strategy with focus on quality, marketing and product diversification.

**Power Food: A socially oriented enterprise**

Power Food Industries Ltd is a food processing enterprise with 35 employees specialized in nutritious food products. The managing director, Anna J.H. Temu, established the enterprise in 1993 with an ambitious goal to produce nutritious food made from locally available crops (millet, sorghum, maize mixed with soybean) intended for people with special nutritional requirements, such as children and nursing mothers. The enterprise initially struggled as it was completely reliant on Ms. Temu’s personal finances and in 2009 it was facing severe financial difficulties. While attending an exhibition Ms. Temu learned about Nutriset, a French company that produces PlumpyNut - a peanut-based paste for severely malnourished children. Ms. Temu
managed to enter into a franchise partnership with Nutriset. Nutriset has a mission to foster the nutritional autonomy of developing countries and thereby contribute to their economic development. As such, Nutriset has developed the PlumpyField Network which, through technology transfer and quality standard support, assists enterprises in developing countries to produce nutritious products close to where they are needed. In 2010, after extensive upgrading of production facilities, equipment and staff, Power Food started to produce PlumpyNut paste and was audited and certified by UNICEF in 2011. The product is mainly sold to humanitarian organizations with UNICEF as the main buyer. Most of the raw materials used in the paste are imported as it has not been possible to find local suppliers able to comply with the required standards.

Ms. Temu is a member of a number of associations in Tanzania that work to improve the conditions for food processors and female entrepreneurs. By persuading the government that it is not an “usual commercial undertaking” but a “business serving social needs” with export potential, the enterprise was permitted to operate under Export Processing Zone (EPZ) terms, which, among other benefits, implies import tax relief.

**Vickfish: A born global**

In the early 2000s, Tanzania emerged as one of the largest exporters of Nile Perch fillets to the EU and US markets. From 2000 to 2010, Tanzanian fish exports registered an average annual growth rate of 17 percent, and in 2010, Tanzania exported frozen Nile Perch fillets amounting to US$71 million. Based on abundant stocks of Nile Perch in the Victoria Lake region, at least 10 large-scale fish processing plants have since the 1990s evolved in the Tanzanian Mwanza region, making Tanzania the leading exporter of Nile Perch in the region. One of the main fish export enterprises in Mwanza is Vicfish. It processes and packages Nile perch for export to Europe and has around 600 employees and a turnover of more than US$30 million. It is owned and managed by Tanzanians of Indian origin and is part of the Bahari Bounty Group. Vickfish is one of the few Tanzanian companies that export processed food products to European and other advanced markets. Even though the Bahari group’s involvement in food processing goes back more than 20 years, it was the contacts to European supermarket chains that made the
lucrative fish export business take off. Nile Perch became a popular and inexpensive alternative to salt water fish from Northern waters, and is sold under the name of Victoria fish. Vicfish’s exports also supply the US, Japan and the Middle East. The company maintains the high standards necessary to enter the European market and is Fairtrade and ISO 22000 certified. The proximity of an airport enabled the company to export chilled (as opposed to frozen) fish directly to the European and Middle Eastern supermarkets and restaurants.

Recently however, the company has been struggling due to limited fish supplies; a consequence of the ineffective regional fish-stock management scheme, which has failed to prevent overfishing of Lake Victoria. Moreover, the airport lacks the capacity to service the large planes that are required to reduce transport costs and lead-times. Consequently, a large proportion of exports are shipped by trucks to Uganda or Kenya, which adds significantly to costs. Finally, intensifying price competition, especially from Vietnam, has undermined the market for Vickfish’s products.

**Voil: The rise and fall of an import substitution business**

The history of Voil (Vegetable Oil Industries Ltd) and its path to becoming a well-established edible oil company dates back to 1966 when two Tanzanians of Indian origin became business owners of three cotton ginneries. Based in the cotton rich Mwanza region, they sold the ginned cotton to both domestic and international markets. A critical incident occurred in 1967 following the government’s nationalization policy, which led to the nationalization of various businesses including ginneries and milling plants. The two founders were compelled to change their business focus from exporting ginned cotton to processing cottonseeds into edible oils, hence the inception of Voil. Voil became the first manufacturer and seller of edible oil (cooking oil and fat, ghee and margarine) in Tanzania, and by the early 1990s, when market reforms were initiated, Voil had become a market leader.

However, Voil’s market power was significantly reduced in the 1990s when economic reforms and trade liberalization policies were introduced. Cheap edible oil imports from Malaysia and Indonesia curtailed the market power Voil had hitherto enjoyed and its turnover plummeted. In response to these events and the increasingly harsh business environment, the owners began
to forge partnerships with shareholders of Asian origin from Uganda and diversified into several other businesses in unrelated industries such as production of polypropylene woven sacks, production of plastic items, and hotel/tourism business. In the edible oil category, Voil began to manufacture sunflower cooking oil after the production of cooking fat was discontinued due to health concerns among consumers.

Like other manufacturing businesses in the country, Voil must interact with multiple statutory regulatory bodies such as tax authorities, fire authorities, food safety authorities, planning authorities, etc., each of which charge an annual fee and tax. A one-stop approach to assist investors and manufacturers is non-existent. Energy problems are rampant and the railway line service is deteriorating, which forces Voil to use roads for transporting finished goods. The lack of cost-effective transportation has led to uncompetitive operations when compared to Dar es Salaam based oil processing enterprises. In response to stiff competition, excessive bureaucracy and high operational costs, Voil has shrunk in size and the owners are contemplating whether they should divest its edible oil business entirely to move into more profitable and less cumbersome sectors, such as building and construction.

**Tanga Fresh: Growing through foreign linkages**

Tanga Fresh Limited (TFL), Tanzania’s leading milk processing company, originally emerged from the Dairy Farmers’ Organization. Supported by the Dutch-Tanzanian bilateral development program, this smallholder dairy farmer organization was established in 1992 to facilitate joint milk marketing and input procurement. This led to the registration of the Tanga Dairies Cooperative Union (TDCU), an umbrella organization that brought together 11 dairy farmer cooperative societies. TDCU invited a group of Dutch farmers, through Holland Dairies (Dutch Oak Tree Foundation), to support the development of a processing plant. The Dutch Oak Tree Foundation formed a joint venture with TDCU in 1996 and supported TFL to begin with a modest milk processing factory with a daily capacity of 15,000 litres.

The initial challenge of the company was to source reliable, quality suppliers. The TFL initiated the Modern Dairy Service Network (MSDN) in 1998 to improve the milk collection system through improved quality assurance, market guarantee for farmers’ milk and the establishment
of a dairy farmers’ information service. It also constructed new milk collection Centres (MCCs) as part of a cold chain to implement commercial milk collection, processing and marketing. By 2014, the company procured raw milk from over 3,500 rural smallholder dairy farmers organised through 13 primary cooperatives and over 5,000 participating dairy farmers. Today, the company has 60 employees in production and a similar number in distribution. The company adheres to strict international hygiene standards and uses state-of-the-art European equipment and techniques. It is highly active in lobbying for a better business environment in the dairy sector through the Tanzania Milk Processors Association (TAMPA).

Like other enterprises in the sector, TFL faces a number of upstream value chain related challenges including low quality of raw milk, competition from imported milk, and unreliable milk supply. Also downstream it faces challenges, e.g. in relation to accessing packaging material and finding outlets for its products. Moreover, as the sector is regulated by at least 17 sector-specific regulations, the company faces considerable challenges in dealing with many regulatory bodies and having to comply with often conflicting regulations.

**Tan Dairies: A medium-sized diversifier**

Tan Dairies Limited, a medium-sized family owned milk-processing company based in Dar es Salaam, began in the early 1990s to operate a small-scale dairy farm at the founders’ home. From selling milk to the local neighbourhood, the founders expanded the production base into a small-scale Milk Collection Centre (MCC). Since Tanzanian food safety regulations forbid the sale of raw milk directly to consumers, batch pasteurization had to be introduced as the business expanded. By 2000, the business was fully specialized in dairy processing and became officially registered as a private limited company with capital investment of US$250,000 and a milk-processing capacity of 1,000 litres per day. The company has since expanded its processing capacity to 10,000 litres per day; it has 55 employees and an average annual turnover of US$1 million. TDL has acquired land and modern dairy-processing facilities and it continues to expand. Through increased automation, the company has also diversified its product range to include butter, cheese, ghee, cream, ice cream, pasteurized and cultured milk, fresh and flavoured milk. It has successfully developed the DESA® brand of dairy products,
which is claimed to be unique owing to the natural flavour of milk from local cows grazed on natural pastures.

TDL procures fresh milk from large-scale farms and from more than 2,000 smallholder dairy farmers. It has, partly with the aid of donors, established milk collection centres located in different regions. The company has equipped the collection centres with modern machinery and laboratory equipment to ensure the high quality of its products. Due to underdeveloped distribution and marketing infrastructures, the company has been forced to invest heavily in distribution and marketing and has established a large sales force that ensures that TDL’s products are sold to more than 15,000 outlets in Dar es Salaam.

VI. Findings

In Table 1, the case studies presented in the previous section are summarized according to performance, key strategies adopted, and key institutional factors potentially influencing those strategies. Exemplary quotes from the interviews are included to support the coding in relation to the analytical dimensions (Pratt et al., 2006).

In the following, the paper presents a cross case analysis based on the five classical strategy dimensions identified in the analytical framework. For each strategy dimension, the paper first presents conventional strategic management thinking in relation to that dimensions and then contrasts that thinking with the actual strategies adopted by the seven Tanzanian food processors:

Focus or Diversify

Fifteen to twenty years ago, the issue of performance of diversified and non-diversified companies was among the most researched, and yet contested, areas within the strategic management literature (Comment & Jarrel, 1995). On the one hand it was argued that
diversification across industries entails performance advantages due to cross subsidization (of brands, capital, or managerial talent), scale advantages in generic functions, innovation spillovers, and financial risk diversification (Gold & Luchs, 1993). On the other hand it was argued that diversification creates diseconomies of scope, including coordination problems, lack of synergies and learning, and foregone benefits of specialization (Comment & Jarrel, 1995). In line with the latter position, strategic management scholarship has since the 1990s tended to predict that specialization and focus strategies will be more effective than diversification strategies (Palich et al., 2000) and the diversified firm has increasingly been depicted as a dinosaur (Ramachandran et al., 2013).

Contrary to conventional strategy thinking however, the Tanzanian food processors appear to diversify strongly across un-related industries. This is most evident with the large industrial ‘house’ Azam which is part of the Bakhresa Group. The Bakhresa Group has a number of enterprises under its umbrella covering the food and beverage sector, packaging, logistics, marine passenger services and real estate. Also its smaller competitor, Azania, has diversified into multiple business areas, e.g. transport, production of plastic bags, cooking oil and soya. Likewise, Voil has diversified from edible oils into sectors such as plastic products, tires, building rentals and hospitality services. In general, it appears that the Tanzanian food processors have adopted highly pragmatic and opportunistic investment strategies, where they, at early stages of enterprise development, are willing to also invest in industries in which they have no previous experience.

**Specialize or Integrate**

It is common within strategic management thinking to argue that enterprises will benefit from focusing on their core competencies and shedding non-core activities. Specialization can be achieved by supporting and nurturing particular functions and activities considered core to the business (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990) and outsourcing non-core functions and activities (Quinn & Hilmer, 1995). By focusing activities, firms may achieve scale advantages; they may free resources to innovate; and they may be able to generate higher value for their customers. The ability to focus on core competencies and shed non-core activities has been greatly enhanced in
recent decades due to the liberalization of markets, improvements in information technology, reduced transport costs, and improved quality of related and supporting industries around the world (Morris et al., 2012; Quinn, 2013).

Contrary to conventional strategic management thinking however, the Tanzanian food processors massively integrated upstream and downstream in their value chains. The two grain milling companies Azania and Azam, for instance, moved toward control over not only milling, but also transport, distribution and sales. Even the two relatively small dairy enterprises Tan Dairies and Tanga Fresh both spend considerable managerial time and financial resources on developing their supply base by facilitating producer cooperatives, collection centres, and transport infrastructures. Moreover, both enterprises invested vast resources in developing their own packaging, labelling and distribution infrastructures in order to be able to bring their products to the market.

Compete or collaborate

Classical Industrial Organization (IO) theory analyzes strategy in terms of positioning vis-à-vis industry competitors. Hence, successful firm strategy must focus on industry configurations, particularly the moves of competitors (Porter, 1981; Conner, 1991). Through analysis of the configuration of the industry (‘five force’ analysis), enterprises form generic strategies (Porter, 1981). According to the resource based perspective (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984), companies will, based on their unique resource configurations (VRIO), carve out temporary positions in the market that are difficult for other enterprises to challenge.

However, rather than erecting entry barriers for competitors and/ordifferentiating themselves in the market, the Tanzanian food processing enterprises appeared more focused on establishing and maintaining networks and alliances with industry peers. Ethnic networks appeared especially important, as illustrated by Voil and Vicfish. Both enterprises were highly integrated in the Tanzania-Indian business community and both obtained important managerial and financial inputs from India. Likewise, Azania and Azam had ties to the Tanzanian-Arabic business community. The early and rapid internationalization of Voil, Azam and Azania into neighbouring East African countries seemed partly facilitated by pan-African ethnic networks.
Adapt or Change

The strategic management literature is ambiguous in regard to its view on the endogeneity of market regulation. In traditional strategic management thinking, regulations are assumed to be exogenous to firm strategy and the regulatory and normative environment within which firms operate is seen as given. Consequently, the main interest is in strategies aimed at adapting to, and benefitting from regulations (Khanna & Palepu, 2010). There is however a long tradition within strategic management that focuses on strategies aimed at changing the regulatory and competitive environment in which enterprises operate, e.g. by lobbying, deflecting or even capturing regulation. According to this tradition, regulation is partly endogenous to firm strategy (Hoskisson et al., 1999; Rugman & Verbeke, 2003).

In the case of the Tanzanian food processing firms, it appeared that political strategies were essential to enterprise growth and survival. Most of the major conglomerates in Tanzania are represented in the Parliament by owners or family members and these conglomerates appear to actively use their representation to influence regulations that potentially may impact their own businesses, e.g. local content regulation, VAT regulation or import-export tariffs (Buur et al., 2013). Azam, the absolute leader of the Tanzanian grain milling industry, has lobbied for low import tariffs on grain and high import tariffs on wheat flour, thus securing the enterprise a protected home market. Likewise, Tanga Fresh’s lobbying efforts through the dairy association appeared to have secured VAT exemptions for the dairy industry. Conversely, failure to maintain political contacts can carry severe consequences. Voiil for instance, used to enjoy a protected home market position due to a favourable tariff regime, but lost its political standing during the 2000s and was unable to halt the liberalization of the Tanzanian market for edible oils.

Internationalize to exploit or to build Advantages

The strategic management literature has over the last 20 years found inspiration in the International Business (IB) literature to develop a better understanding of strategic management and internationalization (Tallman, 2007). The IB literature has traditionally argued that enterprises will internationalize based on strong home market positions that are extended...
to foreign locations (Dunning, 2000). Smaller enterprises will typically follow incremental internationalization paths, starting with low-levels of commitment in familiar markets, and then, as the enterprise gains experience with internationalization, gradually increase commitments in ever more distant markets (Johansson & Vahlne, 1978; 2009).

The internationalization strategies of the Tanzanian food processing enterprises are however diverting from the predicted path in at least two respects: First, where we would expect internationalization to focus on exploiting assets and positions developed in home markets, the case enterprises typically started with asset augmentation-internationalization, seeking inputs such as technology, supplies, capital and skills abroad. Accordingly, Azania, Azam, Powerfood and Tanga Fresh all started their growth path by acquiring capital, technology or skills from foreign firms (and donors) and then using these assets as a springboard for consolidating their domestic market position and eventually expanding into regional markets. Second, while some of the enterprises eventually - and in accordance with the predictions of mainstream IB theory - embarked on downstream internationalization of sales and marketing, this internationalization did not take place in an incremental and gradual manner, but in a rather accelerated manner: Vick Fish essentially moved directly into exporting frozen fish to European and Asian markets by air transport, bypassing any contact with the Tanzanian or regional market. The two grain-milling enterprises Azania and Azam also quickly expanded into Uganda and Rwanda through FDI rather than through the incremental path predicted by the Uppsala model.

VII. Discussion of findings

In this paper, a number of coping and growth strategies adopted by Tanzanian enterprises were identified. These strategies correspond only to a limited degree with the strategies that conventional strategic management thinking would predict to be efficient. In Table 2, the identified strategies of Tanzanian enterprises are contrasted with the strategies emphasized by conventional strategic management thinking.

---------- Insert Table 2 about here----------
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At first sight, the generic strategies of Tanzanian food processors appear random and unconnected. However, a closer inspection reveals that they can all be seen as deriving from a common root, namely the challenging institutional environment of Tanzania. In the following, it will be discussed to which extent the identified strategies can be explained with the three institutional characteristics of developing countries that the institutional strategy literature considers as key institutional influences on enterprise strategy: The weak contractual environment, the underdevelopment of intermediaries, and the uncertainty regarding regulations.

**Weak contractual environment**

As argued, the Tanzanian contract environment is in many respects weak, with inadequate information about market agents, in-efficient court systems, and a general lack of trust. Several of the observed strategies of Tanzanian food processors may be traced back to this weak contract environment: First, it may explain why several Tanzanian food processors are relying on ethnic networks, both when they operate in Tanzania and when they move into neighbouring countries (e.g. Voil, Vickfish, Azam, Azania). Hence, an ethnic network may provide the kind of trust that is absent in the formal business environment and it may allow enterprises to engage in exchange without formal contracts. Supportive of this, several authors argue that networks (ethnic, social, gender based) are particularly important in African developing countries due to the overwhelming market and institutional failures (Rutashobya et al., 2009; McCormick, 1999; Milanzi, 2012). Second, the weak contractual environment may explain why several companies integrate massively upstream and downstream in their value chain (e.g. Tanga Fresh or Tan Dairies); they simply eschew formal contracts with other companies due to too high transaction costs of market exchange. This corroborates the argument of several institutional strategy scholars that high transaction costs of developing countries due to institutional voids facilitate internalization of activities that in more advanced markets would be subject to contract based exchange (Hoskisson et al., 2000; Peng, 2003; Wright et al., 2005).
Under-development of intermediaries

The Tanzanian market for inputs was, as argued, rather underdeveloped. The rich undergrowth of suppliers and subcontractors, distributors, financial intermediaries etc. that characterizes more developed markets, is not present in Tanzania. Hence, the Tanzanian food processors have difficulties accessing capital, technology, skilled labour and supplies in the market. The underdevelopment of intermediary markets has a number of strategy implications: First, as argued by several authors (Khanna & Palepu, 1997, 2010; Ramachandran et al., 2013), failing intermediary markets favour diversified enterprises as such enterprises can draw on their reputation in one sector to raise capital in other sectors and leverage staff and managerial talent across business units in situations where labour markets fail. This may help explaining the fact that several of the case enterprises were pursuing diversification strategies (e.g. Azam, Azania, or Voil). Second, the underdevelopment of market intermediaries may help explain the high levels of value chain integration among the case enterprises (e.g. Tan Dairies or Tanga Fresh); the Tanzanian food processors seem simply to have been forced to organize the provision of inputs that in more developed markets would have been provided by market intermediaries. Third, the underdevelopment of intermediary industries may have prompted Tanzanian food processors to go abroad at early stages of their development, either to seek technical and financial assistance from development agencies and social investors (e.g. Tan Dairies and Powerfood) or to access skills and technology through partnerships with foreign firms (e.g. Tanga Fresh, Azam, and Azania). In line with this, Kuada (2006) argues that African enterprises typically start their internationalization upstream instead of downstream in their value chain, as would conventional IB literature predict. This is because African enterprises lack the competitive advantages that would allow them to overcome liabilities of foreignness in international markets. By acquiring technologies, know-how and capital from abroad, African enterprises are able to circumvent the failing local markets for intermediaries and use the acquired assets to support their domestic and international market position.
Uncertainties regarding regulation

The Tanzanian government is actively involved in promoting industrial development in Tanzania and Tanzanian business regulation is changing and expanding rapidly. Decisions made by the government - e.g. lowering or raising tariffs or taxes - may with one stroke make or break the business of Tanzanian food processors. Adding to this regulatory uncertainty, corruption and rent seeking among regulators introduce uncertainties as to which standards and requirements will apply for a given activity. For Tanzanian food processors, regulatory uncertainties imply that they will have to be agile in dealing with politicians and regulators. First, they need to align their business closely with regulations. Hence, some of the Tanzanian food processors have pursued active political strategies (Azam and Voil) and have succeeded in obtaining de facto protection from foreign and local producers via tariff and local content regulations. Also at the level of implementation, it is essential for food processors to maintain good relations to regulators as they may otherwise become overwhelmed by red tape and rent seeking bureaucrats (Voil). Several scholars confirm that alignment of business activities with political interests is important in developing countries in general (Khan, 2010), in Africa in particular (Altenburg & von Drachenfels, 2006; Buur et al., 2013). Second, regulatory uncertainty could also help explain why several of the food processors are highly diversified (Voil, Azania and Azam). Hence, the institutional strategy literature argues that risks associated with regulation give large diversified enterprises an advantage over small specialized enterprises, partly because they diversify their risks related to regulatory change, and partly because they can better offset the fixed costs of political lobbying (Khanna & Palepu, 1997; 2010).

VIII. Implications

Hence, the - from a mainstream strategic management perspective - rather unconventional strategies of Tanzanian food processing enterprises can be plausibly linked to institutional factors. In tracing the identified strategies back to specificities of the Tanzanian institutional environment, the analysis gives credence to the institutional strategy perspective (Peng, 2002, 2003; Khanna & Palepu, 2010; Hoskisson et al., 2000; Kostova et al., 2008) and to the argument that western strategic management thinking needs to be contextualized when studying African
enterprises (Zoogah, 2008). The institutional perspective has mostly been applied to businesses in Asian or Eastern European contexts and relatively few studies have focussed on how institutions influence strategy in Africa. The study of Tanzanian food processing enterprises contributes to filling this lacuna in the literature by refining and deepening hypotheses regarding African enterprise strategy in light of institutional challenges. Hence, it is hypothesized that African enterprises to a relatively high degree are

- pursuing value chain integration strategies
- pursuing diversified strategies
- using informal network based strategies
- seeking to influence and change the political and regulatory environment
- internationalizing upstream in their value chains at early stages

It is further hypothesized that these - seen through the lenses of mainstream strategic management thinking – rather unconventional strategies could be seen as driven by institutional specificities of the African business environment related to

- weak contractual environments which prompt informal network strategies and high levels of internalization
- underdeveloped intermediary industries which prompts high levels of internalization, diversification and early upstream internationalization
- uncertainty regarding regulations which prompts diversification to spread risks and political strategies aimed at shaping regulation and reducing rent seeking

Future studies of African enterprise strategy could make these hypotheses subject to statistical analysis based on larger samples of enterprises. Such research should examine variations in strategies across different institutional environments (e.g. countries) and should control for factors that may interact with institutional factors to influence enterprise strategy (e.g. industry and firm capability factors).
IX. Conclusion

This paper contributes to the strategic management literature on African enterprises by developing a deeper understanding of how Tanzanian medium-sized and large enterprises deal with the challenging Tanzanian institutional environment. Five generic strategies were identified based on the seven case studies; strategies that contrast sharply with the kinds of strategies that are typically predicted to be effective by conventional strategic management thinking: Instead of competitive strategies directed at positioning against industry peers, the Tanzanian food processors adopted collaborative and political strategies that largely suspended competition; Instead of specialization strategies, Tanzanian food processors integrated upstream and downstream eventually obtaining more or less total control of their value chains; Instead of focusing on one industry or one product category, Tanzanian food processors diversified into completely unrelated industries; And instead of internationalizing based on technological and organizational strengths and strong home market positions, Tanzanian food processors internationalized to acquire assets that could not be acquired in the home market. Hence, the strategies adopted by the Tanzanian food processors were strategies that in a developed market context would be deemed marginal, ineffective or obsolete. However, our interpretation is that the identified strategies are perfectly rational - and indeed necessary - strategies for enterprises operating in contexts where the institutional environment supporting business activity is highly imperfect. Hence, most of the strategic responses identified in this paper could reasonably be explained with specificities of the institutional environment, e.g. the weak contractual environment, the underdeveloped intermediary industries and the uncertain regulatory environment.

The analysis of coping and winning strategies of Tanzanian food processing enterprises enabled us to extend the strategic management literature’s strategy spectrum to include strategies that are rooted in institutional environments that are radically different from those typically studied by strategic management scholars. Overall, the analysis reaffirmed the importance of explicating the specificities of context in strategy analysis, thus giving credence to the institutional strategy perspective.
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Figure 1: Institutional environment in developing countries and strategy dimensions

Institutional environment
- Contractual environment
- Intermediaries
- Regulatory system

Strategy dimensions
- Adapt or change
- Specialize or integrate
- Collaborate or compete
- Focus or diversify
- Internationalize or not
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### Table 1: Overview of Case Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Key strategy elements</th>
<th>Institutional factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power food</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Stale growth</td>
<td>Low productivity</td>
<td>Lack of access to capital and technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azania</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Stable growth</td>
<td>High productivity</td>
<td>Strong market position and sales strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vick fish</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>High productivity</td>
<td>Strong market position and sales strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanga Fresh</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>Unstable productivity</td>
<td>Weak market position and sales strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandieris</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>Unstable productivity</td>
<td>Weak market position and sales strategy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exemplary quotes

**Power food**

> "We are also selling directly via small kiosks and street vendors where an NGO from Austria was helpful in developing packaging. But packaging is very expensive due to import duties."

**Azania**

> "Our vision is to focus more on marketing and sales but it is very difficult to get credit to finance this" "To build up an agent doesn’t work so we want to establish our own marketing."

**Vick fish**

> "We are also selling directly via small kiosks and street vendors where an NGO from Austria was helpful in developing packaging. But packaging is very expensive due to import duties."

**Tanga Fresh**

> "Our vision is to focus more on marketing and sales but it is very difficult to get credit to finance this" "To build up an agent doesn’t work so we want to establish our own marketing."

**Tandieris**

> "Our vision is to focus more on marketing and sales but it is very difficult to get credit to finance this" "To build up an agent doesn’t work so we want to establish our own marketing."

Note: 1. Data on non-firm organizations operating and performing activities from Tanzania: Evidence Survey (Sutton & O'Sullivan, 2013).
Table 2: Generic strategies of Tanzanian enterprises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy dimension</th>
<th>Strategies emphasized by conventional strategy thinking</th>
<th>Strategies of Tanzanian enterprises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus or diversify</td>
<td>Specialization in industries and products</td>
<td>Diversification across unrelated industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialize or integrate</td>
<td>Focus on core competencies/ functional specialization</td>
<td>(Total) value chain integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborate or compete</td>
<td>Competitive strategy based on positioning and differentiation</td>
<td>Collaborative strategy based on ethnic and economic networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapt to or change context</td>
<td>Treat regulation and prices as exogenous to firm strategy</td>
<td>Influence regulation, entry and prices via political contacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internationalize to exploit or build advantages</td>
<td>Downstream internationalization to exploit advantages derived from strong home market position</td>
<td>Upstream internationalization from weak home market position</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>